EXPORTING CORRUPTION 2020

CANADA
Limited enforcement
2.3% of global exports

Investigations and cases
In the period 2016-2019, Canada opened at least
two investigations, opened one case and concluded
four cases with sanctions. There are no publicly
available statistics on the number of investigations
commenced.
The single case commenced concerned the charges
filed against the president of Canadian General
Aircraft in 2016 for violation of the Corruption of
Foreign Public Officials Act (CFPOA) by conspiring to
offer a bribe to officials in Thailand in order to
secure the sale of a commercial plane to Thai
Airways, the national airline of Thailand.1 However,
these charges were stayed in November 2017 for
undisclosed reasons.2 Convictions were handed
down in 2019 on two individuals involved in the
Cryptometrics Canada case, where bribes were
offered to an Indian minister in a failed bid to win a
major contract to supply security-screening
equipment to Air India.3
The most high-profile case in this period involved
SNC-Lavalin Group Inc and two of its subsidiaries,
SNC-Lavalin Construction Inc (SLCI) and SNC
Lavalin International Inc. The case concerned a
scheme whereby payments were made to Libyan

officials to secure contracts for the benefit of SLCI
and to obtain payments on amounts owed to SLCI
by a Libyan government agency, the Great ManMade River Authority.4 Charges of fraud and foreign
corruption were laid against all three entities in
2015, but the case was ultimately settled with a plea
by SLCI to a single charge of defrauding the
government of Libya. In the terms of the settlement
endorsed by a Quebec Superior Court judge in
December 2019, SCLI agreed to the appointment of
an independent monitor and a monetary penalty of
CDN$280 million (US$209 million), the largest
penalty for fraudulent behaviour in Canadian
history.5 However, as the judge only endorsed the
dollar amount of the fine and not the separate
submissions presented by the prosecution and the
defence, his rationale for doing so is ambiguous.
This is unfortunate, as the facts presented in the
submissions of the parties suggest the joint fine
amount was at a substantial discount to what might
have been imposed based on the gravity of the
offence and the amounts involved. SLCI’s former
president was charged with multiple counts,
convicted in December 2019 and sentenced to
concurrent prison terms, meaning 8 years, 6 months
incarceration.6
MagIndustries, a Toronto-based mining company,
was investigated by Canadian authorities for
allegedly paying bribes to Congolese officials in
exchange for reduced taxes and expropriation
permits, among other favours.7 Internal
investigations reportedly confirmed four under-thetable payments, totalling about US$76,500. The
authorities ultimately decided in 2017 not to file
charges.8
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In other jurisdictions, Kinross Gold, another
Canadian mining company, agreed to pay
US$950,000 in the United States to settle a case with
the Securities and Exchange Commission for having
failed to introduce anti-corruption programmes and
internal accounting controls when it acquired
African subsidiaries, which especially impacted
business conducted in Mauritius.9 Also in the
United States, a Canadian clean fuel technology
company, Westport Fuels Systems, and a former
top executive agreed in 2019 to pay more than
US$4.1 million to resolve charges of bribes paid to
Chinese officials to obtain business.10

Recent developments
Remediation agreements – as deferred prosecution
agreements are called in Canada – were integrated
into Canadian law under the Criminal Code of
Canada, which came into force in September 2018.11
The rushed legislative process made it seem to
many that remediation agreements were slipped
into Canadian law as a concession to powerful
corporate interests, rather than as a legitimate
enforcement tool.12 This issue came to the fore in
2019 with the so-called “SNC-Lavalin scandal”, which
involved allegations that the Prime Minister’s Office
attempted to influence the Minister of Justice to
offer SNC-Lavalin a remediation agreement,
contrary to the advice of the Director of the Public
Prosecution Service, which had determined that SNC
Lavalin did not meet the criteria for such an
agreement.13 Once this decision was made, the
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criminal proceedings continued as before toward a
trial on the merits. Ultimately, the prosecution and
SNC-Lavalin agreed to settle the charges with a plea
bargain and a joint sentencing submission, both of
which were presented to Justice Claude Leblond of
the Superior Court of Quebec on 18 December
2019.14
In January 2020, the Public Prosecution Service of
Canada (PPSC) issued a Guideline for remediation
agreements.15 However, the guideline is of limited
value as they are focused primarily on the process
and procedure to be followed, rather than on how
the facts and circumstances should be evaluated in
a given case.
The government held public consultations in 2017
about how to strengthen Canada’s corporate
accountability toolkit. It also sought input on the
Integrity Regime, an administrative policy that sets
out certain ethical conditions applicable to
businesses bidding for federal contracts. The federal
government also undertook public consultations in
2020 on improving the transparency of corporate
beneficial ownership information, including the
consideration of adopting a publicly accessible
register.16

Transparency of enforcement
information
There are some published and updated statistics on
foreign bribery enforcement available in Canada.
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However, these do not include information on open
investigations. There are no official sources for
statistics on requests for mutual legal assistance
made by Canada or received from other countries.
Under the CFPOA, the Minister of Foreign Affairs,
the Minister for International Trade and the Minister
of Justice and Attorney General of Canada are
required to jointly prepare a report on the
implementation and enforcement of the OECD AntiBribery Convention and CFPOA. The Minister of
Foreign Affairs must submit this report to the House
of Commons each year. The reports are posted on a
Government of Canada website.17
Court decisions are technically publicly available
documents. While significant improvements have
been made, especially with free, online databases
such as the Canadian Legal Information Institute,
there is not always an electronic version of a
decision available, especially where reasons are
rendered orally by the court or where there is a
guilty plea and joint submission on sentence. The
SNC-Lavalin plea deal is a prominent example of an
important case decision not available on a free,
publicly accessible website.

Beneficial ownership transparency
There is no central register of beneficial ownership
of companies in Canada, but introduction of such a
register is under consideration at federal and
provincial levels. In 2019, the federal government
amended the Canadian Business Corporations Act
to require all federally incorporated companies to
maintain beneficial ownership records and provide
them to law enforcement authorities “as soon as
possible” if requested. Amendments were passed in
April 2020 to include increased requirements for
designated non-financial persons and businesses to
report beneficial ownership information on entities
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with whom they do business.18 These amendments
will come into force on 1 June 2021.19

Inadequacies in legal framework
At present, the CFPOA offences are subjective mens
rea offences that target reckless or intentional
conduct. This sets a high a burden on prosecutors.
The burden is even higher where the defendant is a
business organisation, because under Canada’s
rules for organisational criminal liability, proof of
corporate recklessness or intention is drawn from
proof beyond a reasonable doubt that senior
members of a corporation know about corrupt
activities. In practical terms, this is difficult to prove
without an admission.
Under Canadian law, prosecutors are not required
to provide reasons for their decisions and they
rarely, if ever, do so in practice. However, in the
context of remediation agreements, since court
approval is limited to the final agreement as
negotiated, it has been suggested that prosecutors
should provide public information about how they
decide when such agreements are in the public
interest, to ensure consistency across cases. The
handling of the SNC-Lavalin case led the OECD WGB
to express concerns about the independence of
Canadian prosecutors and the risks of improperly
factoring “national economic interest” into the
assessment of the public interest in inviting an
organisation to negotiate a remediation agreement
in cases of foreign corruption, contrary to Article 5
of the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention.20

Inadequacies in enforcement system
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The 2016 “Jordan” decision has caused upheaval in
criminal and regulatory cases in Canada. 21 The case
saw the Supreme Court set strict time limits within
which those charged with crimes must be tried, in
order to protect the constitutional right to be tried
within a reasonable time (para 11b of the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms). There are few
exceptions to the time limits. This presents a
practical challenge for the overburdened and underresourced Canadian courts, especially in complex
criminal cases, such as those involving economic
crime. In general, court cases that take longer than
the timeframes set out in “Jordan” have been stayed
or dismissed, which has happened in corruption
cases.22
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) has
exclusive jurisdiction to investigate foreign
corruption, which is carried out by a special group of
investigators. The limited RCMP expertise and
financial resources are split between a number of
high-priority types of crime, including money
laundering, cyber-crime and terrorism.23 Federal
prosecutors at the Public Prosecution Service of
Canada handle complex prosecutions involving
economic crimes, but the staff is still limited and
needs to be expanded. By contrast, a centralised
agency would bring together people with relevant
expertise within government and allow
development of tools. It would also have the
advantage of centralising data collection and
ensuring timely dissemination of information on
foreign bribery enforcement.

ownership information ● Promptly enact the
detailed regulations needed to support full
implementation of the remediation agreement
regime, in particular providing essential guidance on
those aspects not directly addressed in the current
legislation, such as the structure of agreements and
the conditions applicable to the appointment of
monitors ● Increase transparency about how
prosecutors evaluate the public-interest criteria
when assessing whether it is appropriate to invite
an organisation to negotiate a remediation
agreement ● Consider the merits of creating a
“Failure to Prevent” offence with a negligence-based
fault (either penal negligence or strict liability) as an
additional option for anti-corruption enforcement ●
Increase police resources dedicated to corruption
cases ● Consider alternatives to enable addressing
corruption cases in a more expedited manner –
through either the creation of a separate regulatory,
quasi-criminal justice body to handle these cases or
the attribution of this competence to the
Competition Bureau of Canada, with appropriate
resources in either case ● Provide guidance on the
appropriate standards of a corporate compliance
programme, and on post-crime cooperation
between corporations and the authorities.

There is a lack of guidance to corporations in terms
of what an appropriate preventive ethics and
compliance programme should look like. Similarly,
there is not enough guidance on what is expected
when providing cooperation to authorities, the
process applicable to receiving and evaluating
voluntary disclosure, and methodologies for
calculating fines.

Recommendations
● Increase transparency of court decisions,
preferably via a central agency ● Create a publicly
accessible centralised register of beneficial
R v Jordan, 2016 SCC 27 (CanLII), [2016] 1 SCR 631, is the Supreme Court of Canada decision that set down strict timelines for the completion of
criminal cases in light of the constitutional protection of trial within a reasonable time under s. 11b) of the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms.
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